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Secretary’s Corner

The Tuesday, December 6, 2022
meetings will be held at the

Glenmore Hunt Office in Staunton
Corner of N. Central Ave. & W. Frederick St.

The Board will meet at 7:00 PM followed
at 7:30 PM by the Membership.

The Proposed Budget for 2023 will be voted on at this
meeting, as well as Proposed By-Laws changes. Please
mark your calendar and give your input.

Calendar of Events
Dec 4 - PACK & Play Holiday Goodies Day 2
Dec 6 - Hunt - TBD
Dec 10 - Hunt TBD

Holiday Social @ Bonnie Doon 5:30-9:30 pm
Dec 13 - Hunt TBD
Dec 17 - Junior Hunt TBD
Dec 18 - Glenmore Hunter Pace - Arbor Hill
Dec 20 - Hunt TBD
Dec 24 - Christmas Hunt TBD
Dec 27 - Hunt TBD
Dec 31 - New Years Eve Hunt - TBD

To access the Glenmore members-only calendar go to the
website: www.Glenmorehunt.org then log in with your email
and password.  Contact Carol Demeo for  more information.

Social Happenings
Every year members join together to make goodies for Holiday treats for our landowners. The first “Make and
Play” date for the Holiday goodies is Sunday, November 27, 1:00 - 5:00 pm. The second date, for packing the
goodies for delivery, is Sunday, December 4, 1:00 - 5:00 pm. Please join in the fun and contact Jenner Brunk or
Angelika O’Donnell to help with thanking our very generous landowners allowing Glenmore to hunt their
beautiful properties.

Also on Saturday December 10, 2022, we will have our Holiday party at the home of Angelika and Rod
O’Donnell at their beautiful Bonnie Doon. Please be on the lookout for more details and a sign-up sheet. The
Holiday party is always a wonderful time!

In Mem�iam
Our hearts go out to the Pitsenberger family with the loss of Jeanne Pitsenberger
in a tragic hit-and-run accident October 19, 2022. Sister, wife, mother, and friend;
she will be missed by all. Her siblings and friends were able to speak at her
memorial service on Sunday, November 20th, reiterating what a kind, warm soul
she was. Upon saying to Todd Pitsenberger I was sorry for his loss, he said he
was sorry for everyone’s loss.  How true that is!
Glenmore members came together on Saturday, November 19th to prepare a
meal for the Pitsenberger relatives coming from all over the country. Stacy
Thompson, Angelika O’Donnell and myself spearheaded the coordination of the

meal. Thank you T Stewart, Diane Gibbs, John Meyer, Julie Bullock, Hugh Sproul, Sara Wood, and Jakki Avery
for helping to pull off a great meal. Everyone of the relatives greatly appreciated our efforts.~ Brenda Simmons

http://www.glenmorehunt.org


Hunt Happenings
Glenmore Hunt’s 93rd Opening Hunt and Blessing of Hounds
On Saturday, October 22, 2022, Glenmore held our 93rd Opening
Hunt at the picturesque Bellevue Farm. We can’t thank Vicki and
Charlie Drumheller, Bobby and Kelly Drumheller; Edie and Joel
Wilson enough for their hospitality and allowing Glenmore to hunt
their beautiful properties. We are always glad to see our friends
from Rockbridge Hunt for our joint opening meet. After the Blessing
by Pastor Steve, and stirrup cup; Missy, hounds, staff, and fields
headed through the barn yard and up to the top of the hill toward
the line gate, heading left toward Little North Mountain Road.
Missy cast hounds into the crep area below Vicki and Charlie’s
home, hounds gave voice several times but not a lot was going on here. Moving on to the crep area to the east,
hounds picked up scent and off they went. We believe there were two foxes as half the hounds headed toward
the railroad tracks off Hewitt Road, while the others headed over Picnic Hill and into Joel’s woods. Sara Wood,
serving as a road whip, tally-hoed a small red from Joel’s woods headed toward the trash pile. Brenda
Simmons and Kayla McCoy, whipping-in on the Scott Christian Road side, viewed the fox come out of Joel’s
woods, head down the hill past the trash pile, then up and over the next hill at the corner of Scott Christian and
Little North Mountain Roads. With the help of road whips, Sara and T Stewart, we were able to stop three and a
half couple and head them back to Missy. After a little over 2 hours and temps warming, hounds were praised
and we headed in for the delicious breakfast prepared by Ida Radamacher, Megan Brunot, Jenner Brunk and
Jake Arbaugh.. The hor d'oeuvres were well-received  with the meal and desserts being delicious.

A Little Poem inspired by Opening Hunt -  Off to �e Hunt by Anne M�rison

It’s a cool autumn Friday, I’ve loaded tack, stock, and hay, Then off to the hunt I will go!
For in the morn’, I won’t be forlorn, For off to the hunt I will go!
Stacy will be leading On her gallant steed of white, And I hope to Tally-Ho!
The weather is fine, At the breakfast we will dine, But first, off to the hunt I will go!
Missy gives prayer, And the fox better beware, As hounds are cast to the west, The staff take their places
And we’re off to the races, And everyone hopes for the best!
In the dark of the woods we quietly stand, Waiting patiently at first check.
Then Yoplait’s cry, Alerts Whips to stand by, Hounds honored, we gallop like heck!
Across Ida’s creek, This chase was not for the meek, We flew across Bellevue Farm
My flea bitten-gray mare, Leapt in the Air, And I touched my St. Hubert’s charm,
Up Picnic Hill, hold hard, be still, While Missy listened for hounds,
Then we got word, Jake and Julie were heard, Tuggie ran Reynard to ground.
So we headed back, Along the railroad track, To where libations were prepared.
The field rejoined the staff, And we shared a good laugh, At the sport we had just dared.
So I’ll drive my rig home, And let my pony roam, Til Monday comes ‘round,
For on Tuesday’s eve,  I’ll no longer grieve, Bonnie Doon in the morn I’’ll be bound,
For off to the hunt I will go, Oh, off to the hunt I will go!



TO HUNT OR NOT HUNT

The Masters have tough decisions to make whether to hunt a scheduled hunt or not. There are several factors
to consider when making the call . Truthfully 50 percent of the time we make the right call and 50 percent we
may not.  Mother Nature is fickle.  We hope these few insights are helpful in these decisions.

Let’s consider the hounds: Just like us, dogs can be sensitive to cold. Cuts to the pads can happen when
hounds run on icy-covered snow. A fluffy snow is fun to hunt in but if there is sleet on top causing icy crust,
that crust could damage hound paws, and could be slippery for horses and humans.

Let’s consider the grounds of the landowner: The ground being too wet with the possibility of tearing up
landowner property is a major factor. We certainly don’t want to be unwelcome on property we are given the
permission to hunt across. We hunt by the grace and generosity of the landowners. When determining if
hunting conditions will do harm, we have to look at all the factors. If we have a big rain; how quickly will the
ground absorb all of the water? Is there available parking? If frozen, how soon will it melt and cause greasy
conditions. Sometimes we can hunt after a big rain/snow event and sometimes we can’t. It depends on the
fixture and the ground conditions prior to.

Let’s consider the fox: Foxes don't like the rain and will often stay or sleep in their dens, so hunting
during rainy conditions can lead to a blank day, but an increased risk in horse injury.

Let’s consider the staff: Glenmore does not have a paid huntsman or whippers-in. We are a volunteer hunt, so
we don’t say you have to hunt rain or shine. We take into consideration if there are enough whippers-in for the
day to make sure hounds are protected. Many of the staff have one horse and may not wish to have their
horseshoes sucked off in muddy/boggy terrain, or worse sustain an injury where the horse is not huntable for
the next hunt or longer.. The field has the luxury of following the field master which can go as slow or fast as
conditions allow. The staff’s job is to follow the hounds and protect them which can mean going at unsafe
speeds for the conditions. As with all equestrians, some riders are more risk averse than others. We have to
consider both.  As a hunting member you can decide if it’s too risky that day and not hunt.  Staff can not.

Let’s consider the truck and trailers: Driving on ice-covered roads, sleet, or snowy roads, can be
treacherous. The possibility of an accident involving your truck, trailer, and horse(s) is real. We have to look at
the conditions before, during and after the hunt, to determine if there might be a possibility of driving to and from
the meet in conditions.

Let’s consider the weather: We look at several weather app platforms and their hourly reports. Not only do
we have to look at temperature, precipitation, but also wind predictions. Wind can help or hurt the chances of
hunting. A hard rain on dry ground with lots of wind can help dry out the land much quicker. But that same wind
over wet with borderline freezing temps can cause a layer of frozen crust, cause slippery conditions for the
hounds, riders, and horses plus increase the risk of black ice on the roads.

We understand we are dues-paying members, and we understand you may be disappointed when a hunt is
canceled. We hear you, but please consider the above factors. If you have concerns, please bring those
concerns to the Master(s), and not voice the concerns openly to the field. We would be happy to discuss the
considerations of not hunting with you after the hunt. We hope that these few insights are helpful to understand
why a hunting day could get canceled.  Thank you, the Masters

From FB: Bob Wood Horses For Life
Fox Hunting season is beginning. Many younger Hunt members do not remember when there were no
radios. Staff worked their pack using knowledge of the fixtures where they hunted and the movement of the
fox. I hunted without radios with Fred Harris. On weekdays when the weather was too rough for almost
everyone, we'd often go to a huge State Forest, just the two of us and a few hounds without radios.



Bob Wood Horses for Life continued:

Fox Hunt - Chasing a fox begins at a "Cover", which is the mispronunciation of the French word "Covert".
The fox's den is in a "Cover", which is in a "Fixture", a location for a day's hunt. The Hunt then moves to
that Cover, with the Huntsman up front leading the hounds with the Fields of following riders behind them.

Upon arrival at the Cover, the Huntsman "casts the hounds", meaning commands them to scent all around
the Cover's area while the Field riders stand aside observing and listening. Most of the time when the pack
arrives at a Cover, the fox is gone, either hunting for food for their offspring or cubs, or moving her cubs
one by one to a new den, which they do often. It is up to the hounds with "deep noses" to pick up a low
(weak) old scent and lead the pack on that scent line left when the fox exited the Cover.

The Field riders wait and listen for the first hound to pick up the scent and cry (bark). More hounds begin
crying as they too pick up the scent and move out of the Covert on the scent line. This is the beginning of
the chase. The fox might be close enough to the Cover to hear the hounds. She will then lead the hounds
away from her den to safeguard her cubs, all the while laying down her scent line. There is a rule in hunting
that riders must not cross the scent line in order to preserve it. But do not worry, few new riders have any
idea where the scent line is, and the Field Master directs them so as to not cross the scent line.

At this point it is the job of the hounds to outfox the fox, which is close to impossible. This is when a Hunt
needs a quality pack and experienced Staff. An experienced Whipper-in will be looking for a hound, usually
an older hound, that was not fooled by the phony strong scent, and that hound is now looking for the place
where the fox left the intentionally laid double scent line in order to escape. That old hound or hounds
remember being beaten by this same play from the fox playbook and they quickly work to re-find the true
scent line. They find it and the chase continues. Skilled Whipper-ins or Whips are quick to "crack" (with the
sound of their whip) the confused hounds off the useless scent line, and toward the more sophisticated
hounds who were not so fooled.

Once the fox has outsmarted the pack and is GONE, the Huntsman gathers up the pack and proceeds to a
new Cover to cast the hounds once again and the hunt day continues. Most Field riders never see these
kinds of workings of the pack and Staff. Many Fields have become too large and slow to get close enough
to the hounds to see a hunt unfold play by play. To see this level of hunting, a rider needs either to become
a Staff member, beginning with Whipper-in or ride with a weekday hunt, particularly when the weather gets
challenging, and few riders show up for a hunt. Go then and you will learn a lot. Or become a Whip. Tell
the Master and Huntsman you aspire to become a Staff member.

(Note from Brenda Simmons: I remember hunting without radios, you had to use your hound sense, and past
experiences of what the fox has done in the past. If you are interested in learning to be a whipper-in, please let
me know as we especially could use whips on Tuesdays.)
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THANK YOU to our Glenmore Hunt 2022 Sponsors!

PLATINUM SPONSOR

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Blue Ridge Equine Clinic                                  Blue Ridge Trailer

Courtland and John Meyer                           Rockingham Cooperative
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